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n + (1 − x)n]
1
ndx as n → ∞, and computed Ij for
j ≤ 5 in terms of values of the Riemann zeta function. An interesting
feature of the computation is that the Ij are first obtained in terms of
alternating multiple zeta values, but then everything except products
of ordinary zeta values cancels out. We obtain similar formulas for
In, 6 ≤ n ≤ 9, and conjecture a general formula for In in terms
of alternating multiple zeta values. We also conjecture that In is a





[xn + (1− x)n]
1
ndx (1)
and obtains an asymptotic series









+ · · ·
as follows. Because of the symmetry around x = 1
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+ 2u log(1 + e−u)3 −
2u3e−u log(1 + e−u)
1 + e−u












60u4e−u log(1 + e−u)
1 + e−u
−
60u3e−u log(1 + e−u)2
1 + e−u












10u6e−u log(1 + e−u)
(1 + e−u)2
−
36u5e−u log(1 + e−u)
1 + e−u
−






60u4e−u log(1 + e−u)2
1 + e−u













630u7e−u log(1 + e−u)
(1 + e−u)2
+












2268u6e−u log(1 + e−u)
1 + e−u
−
2268u5e−u log(1 + e−u)2
1 + e−u
−
2520u4e−u log(1 + e−u)3
1 + e−u
−
1260u3e−u log(1 + e−u)4
1 + e−u



















1260u7e−2u log(1 + e−u)
(1 + e−u)2
+






756u8e−u log(1 + e−u)
(1 + e−u)2
+
630u7e−u log(1 + e−u)2
(1 + e−u)2
+






1620u7e−u log(1 + e−u)
1 + e−u
−
2268u6e−u log(1 + e−u)2
1 + e−u
−
1512u5e−u log(1 + e−u)3
1 + e−u
−
1260u4e−u log(1 + e−u)4
1 + e−u
−
504u3e−u log(1 + e−u)5
1 + e−u












and I1 = 0. Now let the bounds of integration go from 0 to ∞
in the integral.
We digress for a moment to establish notation for multiple zeta values
and alternating multiple zeta values. The multiple zeta values are defined by




ni11 · · ·n
ik
k
for positive integers i1, . . . , ik with i1 > 1. This notation can be extended
to alternating or “colored” multiple zeta values by putting a bar over those
exponents with an associated sign in the numerator, as in






Note that ζ(a1, a2, . . . , ak) converges unless a1 is an unbarred 1. We have
ζ(1¯) = − log 2 and
ζ(n¯) = (21−n − 1)ζ(n)
for n ≥ 2. Alternating multiple zeta values have been extensively studied,
and some identities for them are established in [1]. A remarkable result





where {a}n means n repetitions of a.
Now we prove some lemmas expressing improper integrals in terms of
alternating multiple zeta values.
Lemma 1. 1. For integers p ≥ 0, q ≥ 1,∫ ∞
0
up log(1 + e−u)qdu = p!q!(−1)qζ(p+ 2, {1}q−1).
2. For integers p, q ≥ 0,∫ ∞
0
up log(1 + e−u)q
e−u
1 + e−u
du = p!q!(−1)q−1ζ(p+ 1, {1}q).
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Proof. For the first part, note that∫ ∞
0

















n1(n1 + n2) · · · (n1 + · · ·+ nq−1)(n1 + · · ·+ nq)p+2
= p!q!(−1)qζ(p+ 2, {1}q−1),
where we used [3, Lemma 4.3] in the pentultimate step. For the second part,∫ ∞
0































n1(n1 + n2) · · · (n1 + · · ·+ nq)(n1 + · · ·+ nq +m)p+1
du
= p!q!(−1)q−1ζ(p+ 1, {1}q).
We note that the difference of the two parts of Lemma 1 is∫ ∞
0
up log(1 + e−u)q
1 + e−u
du = p!q!(−1)q[ζ(p+ 2, {1}q−1) + ζ(p+ 1, {1}q)], (3)
which will be useful in proving the next lemma.






2. For positive integers p and q,∫ ∞
0







(−1)k−1(ζ(p¯, {1}k) + ζ(p+ 1, {1}k−1))− ζ(p¯)
]
.























For the second part, note that integration by parts gives∫ ∞
0
















upe−u log(1 + e−u)q+1
(1 + e−u)2
du
and thus, using Eq. (3) with p replaced by p− 1 and q replaced by q+1, we
have∫ ∞
0
upe−u log(1 + e−u)q+1
(1 + e−u)2
du = (q + 1)
∫ ∞
0
upe−u log(1 + e−u)q
(1 + e−u)2
du
+ p!(q + 1)!(−1)q[ζ(p+ 1, {1}q) + ζ(p¯, {1}q+1)].
We then obtain the second part using induction on q and the first part.




du = p![ζ(p¯)− ζ(p+ 1)].
2. For positive integers p and q,∫ ∞
0





(−1)k[ζ(p¯, {1}k)−ζ(p+ 1, {1}k)].
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= p![ζ(p¯)− ζ(p+ 1)].




















upe−2u log(1 + e−u)q+1
(1 + e−u)2
du,
or, using Lemma 1,
∫ ∞
0
upe−2u log(1 + e−u)q+1
(1 + e−u)2
du = (q + 1)
∫ ∞
0
upe−2u log(1 + e−u)q
(1 + e−u)2
du
− p!(q + 1)!(−1)q(ζ(p¯, {1}q+1)− ζ(p+ 1, {1}q+1)).
The second part now follows by induction on q, using the first part as the
base case.












du = −p!ζ(p− 1).
3. For positive integers p,∫ ∞
0




























































similarly. For the third part, use Eq. (4) and expand out the logarithm to









































































[u log(1 + e−u) + log(1 + e−u)2]du =
1
8















where in simplifying I3 we have used the case n = 1 of Eq. (2).
In all further computations, expressions for alternating multiple zeta val-
ues are simplified using the Multiple Zeta Value Data Mine [2]; this source
gives formulas for the alternating multiple zeta values that are generally much




















[ζ(4¯) + ζ(3¯, 1)− 2ζ(2¯, 1, 1)],
and since ζ(4¯) = −7
8




ζ(3¯, 1), this implies I4 =
− 3
32










2u3e−u log(1 + e−u)
1 + e−u






[2ζ(5¯)− ζ(4¯, 1)− ζ(3¯, 1, 1) + 2ζ(2¯, 1, 1, 1)].
Now ζ(5¯) = −15
16
ζ(5), and from [2]

















giving the result I5 = −
1
8
ζ(2)ζ(3). These results corroborate Louchard’s.













60u4e−u log(1 + e−u)
1 + e−u
−
60u3e−u log(1 + e−u)2
1 + e−u






[−2ζ(6¯)− 2ζ(5¯, 1) + ζ(4¯, 1, 1) + ζ(3¯, 1, 1, 1)− 2ζ(2¯, {1}4)],
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and since ζ(6¯) = −31
32
ζ(6), and






















ζ(3¯, 1, 1, 1)






























36u5e−u log(1 + e−u)
1 + e−u
−
60u4e−u log(1 + e−u)2
1 + e−u
−
40u3e−u log(1 + e−u)3
1 + e−u










ζ(7¯) + 2ζ(6¯, 1) + 2ζ(5¯, 1, 1)− ζ(4¯, 1, 1, 1)− ζ(3¯, {1}4) + 2ζ(2¯, {1}5)
]
.
From this and ζ(7¯) = −63
64
ζ(7), together with
































































630u7e−u log(1 + e−u)
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2268u6e−u log(1 + e−u)
1 + e−u
−
2268u5e−u log(1 + e−u)2
1 + e−u
−
2520u4e−u log(1 + e−u)3
1 + e−u
−
1260u3e−u log(1 + e−u)4
1 + e−u












ζ(7¯, 1)− 2ζ(6¯, 1, 1)− 2ζ(5¯, 1, 1, 1) + ζ(4¯, {1}4)
+ ζ(3¯, {1}5)− 2ζ(2¯, {1}6)
]
,
from which, using ζ(8¯) = −127
128
ζ(8) together with
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756u8e−u log(1 + e−u)
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+
630u7e−u log(1 + e−u)2
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+






1620u7e−u log(1 + e−u)
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2268u6e−u log(1 + e−u)2
1 + e−u
−
1512u5e−u log(1 + e−u)3
1 + e−u
−
1260u4e−u log(1 + e−u)4
1 + e−u
−
504u3e−u log(1 + e−u)5
1 + e−u













ζ(7¯, 1, 1) + 2ζ(6¯, 1, 1, 1) + 2ζ(5¯, {1}4)
− ζ(4¯, {1}5)− ζ(3¯, {1}6) + 2ζ(2¯, {1}7)
]
.
Together with ζ(9¯) = −255
256
ζ(9) and




































































































We make two conjectures.
Conjecture 1. There is a sequence a0, a1, a2, . . . of rational numbers that
begins −2, 1,−2, 17
2









Conjecture 2. In is a rational polynomial in the ordinary zeta values ζ(i),
i > 2.
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